Pep Rally for Reading!
Joe Shandrowski: Author/Illustrator/Storyteller

Take Your Students on a...

Literary Roller Coaster Ride through
the World of Imagination!
Guaranteed to Inspire Your Students to READ!!!

It's also a great way to make reading (and learning in general) exciting! Something, I
think you'll agree, the students need more than ever.

“I've conducted a dozen or so Zoom style school visits in the past. They're called Zoom
"meetings" for a reason. While fine for short author talks and/or lectures, they don’t work very
well when you add excitement into the equation. You end up with a combination of poor
sound/picture quality and constant staggering feeds.
I've taken my popular author visit (89 visits last year alone) and added video technology, 3D
animation, and original music to form a one-of-a-kind video streaming experience. The video
streams (K-2 & 3-6) are much higher in quality than a Zoom program, very reliable, flexible for
teachers, and extremely relatable,” Joe Shandrowski

NO SCHEDULING DATE NECESSARY!
#1 Virtual Experience: In-School, Distance or Hybrid Learning
Your school can use the video streams at any time and as
many times as necessary: 2021-2024
PLUS: 50% Literary Discount - Must Contact by 2/15/21

203.549.9053 - HUGATUGA.COM - authorvisit@hugatuga.com

K-GRADE TWO / VIDEO STREAM

Reading ROCKS...Your Imagination!
Pep Rally Packet: Prep Material (42 minutes)
Author Visit - Interactive Storytelling Experience
The Magic of Reading: Your students will leave the experience more
excited about reading than ever before - GUARANTEED!

GRADE THREE - SIX / VIDEO STREAM

Reading, Writing & Developing Ideas!
Pep Rally Packet: Prep Material (45 minutes)
Confident Readers & Writers: Author Visit - Your students will leave the
experience with a better understanding of why a solid foundation of
reading is the key to effective writing - GUARANTEED!
-----------

PEP RALLY PACKET
Creative IDEAS
Students/Classroom Create Reading
Mascots, Slogans & Stories
FREE: Autographed Books - Library
Book Signing
Q&A Zone: Website link

------

$250.00-$750.00
(Pricing Options: PreK-2 & Gr3-6 Video Streams - with Discount)

Reading Week - Dr. Seuss Week - PARP
Enrichment/Cultural Arts - Summer Reading

